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AlssIRAcr 

In cooperative rmmrachine interaction, it is necessary lxt 
not sufficient for a system to respond truthfully and -- - 
informatively to a user's qwstion. In particular, if the 
system haa reason to believe that its planned response might 
mislead the user, then it mst block that conclusion by 
modifying its response. This paper focusses on identifying arxl 
avoidi% potentially misleading responses by acknowledging 
types of "informing behavior" usually expected of an expxt. 
Me attempt to give a formal account of several types of 
assertions that should be included in response to questions 
concerni% the achievement of sane goal (in addition to the 
simple answr), lest the questioner otherwise be misled. 

In cooperative rtamchine interaction, it is necessary but 
not sufficient for a system to responu truthfully and --- 
infornratively to a user's question. In particular, if the 
system has reason to believe that its planned response might 
mislead the user to draw a false conclusion, then it mst 
block that conclusion by nmdifying or adding to its response. 

w cooperative behavior ms investigated in [7], in which a 
dfiation of Qice's Maxim of Quality - '% tKUthfUl" - is --P 
proposed: 
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If You, the speaker, plant0 say anythingwhichmay 
imply for the hearer scmething that you believe to be 
false, then provide further information to block it. 

This behavior ws studied in the context of interpreting 
certain definite rmn phrases. In this paper, w investigate 
this revised principle as applied to respomling to users' 
plarr-related questions. (xlr overall aim is to: 

1. characterize tractable cases in &ich the system as 
respondent (R) can anticipate the possibility of the 
user/questioner (Q) drawing false conclusions frun its 
response and hence alter it so as to prevent this 
haPpeni% 

2. develop a focal method for ccsnputing the projected 
inferences that Q my draw fran a particular response, 
identifyis those factors *se presence or absence 
catalyzes the inferences; 

3. enable the system to generate modifications of its 
response that can defuse possible false inferences and 
that my provide additional useful infomtion as hell. 

In responding to any question, including those related to 
plans, a respondent (R) mst conform to &ice's first Maxim of -- 
Quantity as ~4~11 as the revised Maxim of Quality stated above: _-- --- ---- 

bke your contritution as informative as is required 
(for the current purposes of the mchange). 

At best, if R's response is hot so informative, it may be seen 
as uncooperative. At wx-st, it may end up violating the 
revised Maxim of Quality, causing Q to conclude samthing R ---- - - -.-- 
either believes to be false or does not know to be true: the 
cmsequences could be dreadful. 0x task is to characterize 
mre precisely &at this expected informativehess consists of. 
In question -ring, there seem to be several quite 
different types of inform&ion, over axxl beyond the simple 
ammx to a question, that are nevertheless expected. For 
-4e, 

1. klhen a task-related question is posed to an expert (k), 
R is expected to provide additional information that he 
recognizes as necessary to the performance of the task, 
of which the questioner (Q) my be unaxxe. Such 
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2. 

3. 

response behavior was discussed and implemented by Allen 
[II in a system to simulate a train infomtion booth 

attendant respondi% to requests for schedule and track 
information. In this case, not providing the expected 
additional information is simply uncooperative: Q mn't 
conclude the train doesn't depart at any time if R fails 
to volunteer one. 
With respect to discussions and/or argments, a speaker 
contradicting another is expected to support his 
contrary contention. Again, failing to provide support 
wmld simply be vie+& as uncooperative [2, 51. 
With respect to an expert's responses to questions, if Q 
expects that RwGLd infoxmhimofP if P wxe true, 
then Q my interpret R's silence regarding P as implying 

** 

P is not true. Thus ifRknowPtobetrue,his 
silence my lead to Q's being misled. This third type of 
expected informativeness is the basis for the 
potentially misleading responses that wz are trying to 
avoid and that constitute the subject of this paper. 

What is of interest to us is characterizing tile Ps that Q 
muld expect an expert R to inform him of, if they hold. 
Notice that these Ps differ fran script-based expectations 
[ll], which are based on tit is taken to be the ordinary 

caxse of events in a situation. In describing such a 
situation, if the speaker doesn't explicitly reference sune 
element P of the script, the listener simply assumes it is 
true. Cn the other hand, the Ps of interest here are based on 
no& cooperative discourse behavior, as set out in Crice's 
maxims. If the speaker doesn't n&e explicit sane information 
P that the listener believes lx muld possess and inform the 
listener of, the listener assunes it is false. 
In this paper, w attempt to give a formal account of a 

subclass of Ps that should be included (in addition to the 
simple -r> in response to questions involving Q's 

**** 

achievirgsanegoal - e.g., "Can I drop CIS577?", "I want 
to enrol in CIS577?", "J&w do I get to Marsh CLeek on the 
Fxpressmy?", etc., lest that response otherwise mislead Q. In 
this endeavor, our first step is to specify that kncwledge 
that an expert Rmust have in order to identify the Ps th& Q 
wuld expect to be informed of, in response to his question. 
Cur second step is to formalize that knowledge and show how 
the system can use it. Cur third step is to show how the 
systefn can mdify its planned response so as to convey those 
PS. In this palm, Section 2 addresses the iirst step of this 
process and Sections 3 and 4 address the second. The third 
step wz mention here only in passing. 

*** 
'Ihis is an interactional version of what Reiter [lb] has 

called the "Closed World Assunption" and what WCarthy [12] 
has discussed in the context of "Circunscription". 

*w* 
A canpanion paper [8] discusses responses which my 

mislead Q into assuning saw default tiiich R knows not to 
hold. F&elated wrk [6] discusses providing indirect or 
modified responses to yes/no questions where a direct 

response, tiile truthful,mightmislead Q. 

II FACIORSINCX.WUIIl'GLIKELYIl'lE'O~BRHAVIQR -__I__I__II__w 

Before discussing the factors involved in canputing this 
desired system behavior, wz wmt to call attention to the 
distinction we are drawing between actions and events, and --- 
betwen the stated goal of a question aml its intended goal. -- - 
We limit themyction to things that Q has some control 
over. Ihiqs beyond Q'strol wz kl-l call events, even if 
performed by other agents. Wile eventsmay be likely or even 
necessary, Q and R nevertheless can do nothing mre than wait 
for to happen. Ihis distinction between actions and 
events shows up in R's response behavior: if an action is 
needed, Rcan suggest that Qperform it. If an event is, Rcan 
dononmethaninfomQ. 
CW second distinction is between the stated goal or 

11. 
%goal" of a request and its intend4 goal orTG$al . Ihe 
former is the goal nrxt direcec:a with Q's request, 
beyond that Q know the informtion. lhat is, bE take the 
S-goal of a request to be the goal directly achieved by using 
the information. 
Underlying the stated goal of a request though my be 

another goal that the speaker wmts to achieve. This intended 
gcd or "I-goal"mybe related to the S-goal of the request 
inny of a mmber of mys: 

-The I-godlmybethe saw as the S-goal. 
-lhe I-goal may bemre abstract than the S-goal,tich 
addresses only part of= (This is the standard _ - 
goal/sub-goal relation found in hierarchical planning 
[17].) For example, Q's S-goal my be to delete sare 

files (e.g., "How can I delete all but the last version 
of FOO.MSS?"), tiile his I-goal may be to bring his file 
usage under qmta. lhis more abstract goal my also 
involve archiving saw other files, tnoviug saw into 
another person's directory, etc. 

- 'Ihe S-goal my be an enabliog condition for the I-goal. p___I_ 
For example, Q's S-goal my be to get read/write access 
to a file, &.le his I-goal my be to alter it. 

-lhe I-goal may be mm general than the S-goal.For 
example, Q's S-goal ma% Row how to repeat a 
control-N, while his I-goalmaybeto knowbowto effect 
multiple sequential instances of a control character. 

- Conversely, the I-goal may be mre specific than the -- - 
s-g& - for example, Q's S-goal my be to koow how to 
send files to sawone on another machine, &ile his 
I-goal is just to semi a particular file to alocal 
network user, which may allm for a specialized 

procedure. 

Inferring the I-goal corresponding to an S-goal is an active 
area of research [I, 3, 13, 141. Ma assme for the purposes 
of this paper'that R can successfully do so. Qle problem is 
that the relationship that Q believestohold betweenhis -- --. -- 
S-goal and his I-goal my not actually hold: for example, the -- 
S-goal rmy not fulfill part of the I-goal, or it may not 
instantiate it, or it my not be a pr&condition for it. In 
fact, the S-goal may not even be possible to effect! Ihis 
failure, under the rubric "relaxibg the appropriatf+qwry 
assunption", is discussed in more detail in [13, 141. It is 
also reason for augmenting R's response with appropriate Ps, 
as we note informally in this section and rtme focally in the 
next. 
Having dram these distinctions, w now claim that in order 

for the system to canpute both a direct ansmr to Q's request 
and such Ps ashewxldexpect tobeinfomed of,=re they 
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A frame axian states that only pl, . . . . pn have changed. 
t=, the system mst be able to draw upon knowledge/beliefs 
atout 

- the events or actions, if any, that cau bring about a 
gd 

- their enablir7g conditions 
- the likelihood of an event cccuring or the enabling 
conditions for an action holding, with respect to a state 

- Wys of evaluating n&mds of achieving goals - for 
=-de, with respect to simplicity, 00m consequences 
(side effects), likelihmd of mcess, etc. 

- general characteristics of cooperative expert behavior 

The roles played by these different types of knowledge (as 
wzll as specific exmples of than) are wzll illustrated in tte 
next section. 

III J!UWALIzm KNWLEDX FOREGEURESKNSE ----- 

In this section wz give examples of lmw a formal model of 
user beliefs about cooperative expert behavior can be used to 
avoid misleading responses to task-related questions - in 
particular, tit is a very representative set of questions, 
those of the form 'Tbw do I do X?". Although we use logic for 
the mdel because it is clear and precise, wz are not 
proposir7g theorem proving as the IlYans of callplting 
cooperative behavior. In Section 4 wz suggest a canputatiooal 
umhanisn. The examples are fran a danain of advising students 
and involve responding to the request "I mnt to drop CIS577". 
The set of individuals includes not only students, 
instructors, courses, etc. but also states. Since events and 
actions Change states, wz represent them as (possibly 
paramterized) functions fran states to states. AL1 terms 
corresponding to events or actions will be underlined. For 
these examples, the following notation is convenient: 

Q theuser 
R the expert 

Z;(P) 
the current state of the student 
R believes proposition P 

RBQB@) R believes that Q believes P 
admissible(e(S)) event/action e cm apply in state S 
likely(~,s)- a is a likely-event/action in state S 
holds(P,S) P, a proposition, is true in S 
want(x,P) x mnts P to be true. 
To encode the preconditions and conseq~?~~~s of performing 

an action, wz adopt an axiamtization of STRIPS operators due 
to [4, 10, 181. Ihe preconditions on an action being 
applicable are encoded using "holds" and "admissible" 
(essentially defining "admissible"). Nmely, if cl, . . . . 
are preconditions on an action?, 

holds(cl,s) &...& holds(cn,s) -> admissible($s)) 

a's inmdiate consequences pl, . . . . pm can be stated as 

admissible(a(s)) -> 
holds(pi,+)) & l -0 E' hold+% a(s)) 

-(p=pl) & . . . & -(P=P> & holds(p,s) 
& admissible(a(s)) -> holds,?(s)) 

In particular, w can state the preconditions and 
consequences of droppillg CIS577. (h and n are variables, tie - - 
C starxis for CIS577.) 

R.E(holds(enrolled(~, C, fall), n) 6 
holds(date(n)Wvl6, n) - 

-> adn&sible(drop(h C)(n))) - -'- - 

R.R(admissible(drop(h,C)(n)) --- - 
-> ho&(-enrolled(&,C,fall),drop(h,C)(n))) --_- - 

RE(-(p=enrolled(~,C,fall)) & 
admissible(drop(h,C)(n)) & holds(p,nJ --_ - 

-> holds(p,drop(h,C)(n))) --- - 

Of course, this only partially solves the frme problem, since 
there will be implications of pl, . . . . p in general. For 
instance, it is likely that one might have an axian stating 
that one receives a grade in a course 0ril.y if the individual 
is enrolled in the course. 
Q's S-goal in dropping CIS577 is not being in the course. By 

a process of reasoning discussed in [13, 141, Rmy conclude 
that Q's likely intended goal (I-goal) is not failing it. That 
is, Rmay believe: 

WWolcWfafi(Q,C>, drop(Q C)(k))) - -'- 

RlXwant(Q,-faUQ,C)) > 

What w claim is: (1) R must give a truthful response 
addressing at least Q's S-goal; (2) in addition, Rmay have to 
provide informtion in order not to mislead Q; and (3) R may 
give additional infonmtion to be cooperative in other mys. 
In the s&sections below, wz enmerate the cases that Rmust 
check in effecting (2). In each case, wz give both a formal 
representation of the additional information to be conveyed 
and a possible English gloss. In that gloss, the part 
addressing Q's S-goal will appmr in normal type, tie the 
additional information will be underlined. 
For each case, W. give tm formulae: a statement of R's 

beliefs about the current situation and an axian stating R's 
beliefs about Q's expectations. Formulae of the first type 
have the form RR(P). Foxmulae of the second type relate such 

It will also the 
RI@(admissible(drop(Q,C)(Sc))) "f Q's asks 'ccan I dt:k --- 
CIS577?", but not if he asks "Can I drop CIS577?". In the 
latter case, Q must of course believe that it my be 
admissible, or why ask the question. -i- In either case, R s 
subsequent behavior doesn't seen contingent on his beliefs 
about Q's beliefs about admissibility. 
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beliefs to performing an informing action. Ihey involve a 
statenent of the form 

RB[P] -> likely(i, SC), 

where i is an informing act. For emmple, if R believes there 
is a Gtter my to achieve Q's goal, R is likely to inform Q 
of that better wy. Since it is assamad that Q has this 
belief, m have 

QB( RB[P] -> likely(i, Sc) ). 

where wz can equate “Q believes i is likely" with "Q expects 
z." Since R has no direct access to Q's beliefs, this must be 
&bedded in R's mdel of Q's belief space. Therefore, the 
axians have the fotm (rmdulo quantifier placement) 

Rl@( RB[P] -> likely(i, SC) ). 

An informing act ismeant to serve as a cammxlto a natural 
language generator thich selects appropriate lexical items, 
phrasing, etc. for a natural language utterance. Such an act 
has the form 

infomthat(R,Q,P) Rinforms Qthat Pistrue. ----- 

A. Failure of enabling conditions --- 

Suppose that it is past the November 15th deadline or that 
the official records don't show Q enrolled in CIS577. Iher~ the 
enabling conditions for dropping it are not met. That is, K 
believes Q's S-goal cannot be achieved fran SC. 

111 RB(wnt(Q,-fail(Q,C) > 
& %dmissible(drop(Q,C)(Sc))) --- 

lhus R initially plans to answzr "You can't drop CIS577". 
Beyond this, there are tm possibilities. 

1. A=Y 

If Rknm another action b that muld achieve Q's goals 
(cf. formula [2]), Q w&d e%pect to be informed about it. If 
not so informed, Qmymistakenly conclude that there is no 
other way. Formula [3] states this belief that R has about 
Q's expectations. 

[2] RB((Eb) [admissible(b(Sc)) 
-id ~~w-f~(Q,C), b< SC) > I> 

131 RBQB(f@mnt(Q,-fail(Q,C)) 
6 Wmissible(drop(Q,C)(Sc))] & 

RB[(Eb)[admissible(b($)) & 
-> l%ely(infonn-that(R, 4, 

holds(-fail(Q,C),l$Sc))]] 

_I_-- 
(Eb) [admissible(b(Sc)) & - -- 

R's full response is therefore "You can't drop 577; you cm -- 
b." For instance, b could be changiq status to auditor, 
%ich may be perfoxkl until December 1. 

2. Ibwiy 

If R doesn't knw of any action or event that could achieve 
Q's goal (cf. [4]), Qwmld expect to be so informed. Formula 
[5] states this belief abcut Q's expectations. 

[4] RB(N(Ea)[admissible(a(Sc)) - 
& holds(-f~(Q,C),a(Sc))l) 

[5I RBQB(RB(=nt(Q,-faWQ,C)) 
& -(Ea)[admissible(a(Sc)) 
& holds(-fail(Q,C),-a(Sc))]) 

-> likelv(infonn-that(R. 0, 
- .- m.-- -L’ 

-(E a)[admissible(a(Sc)) -- 
& horclswuQ,C) ,&> > I > $4) 

To say only that Q cannot drop the course does not &bit 
expert cooperative behavior, since Q wuld be uncertain as to 
whether R had considered other alternatives. Iherefore, R's 
full response is 'You can't drop 577; there isn't anything you 
can do to prevent failing." 

-__--- 
-.-.-..--A 

Notice that R'xysis of the situation my turn up 
additional infomation which a cooperative expert could 
provide that does not involve avoiding misleading Q. For 
instance, R cou?%i?&icate enabling conditions that prevent 
there being a solution: suppose the request to drop the course 
is made after the Kovenber 15th deadline. Then R muld believe 
the following, in addition to [l] 

RB(holds(enrolled(Q,C,fall),Sc) 
& holds(date(Sc)>Novl5,Sc)) 

tire generally, m need a schema suchasthe following about 
Q's beliefs: 

RBQB(RHwmt(Q,-f~i1(Q,C)) & 
(kUs(P1, S) &..A holds(Pn, S) 

-> adnrissible(a(S))) 
& (~olds(Pi, S), f<r scme Pi above)] 

-> likely(infomthat(R,Q,%olds(Pi,S)),S)) ___---- --- 

In this case the response should be "You can't drop 577; Pi 
isn't true." --_ -- Alternatively, the language generator migE 
paraphrase the dole response as, "if Pi wxe true, you could 
drop." 
Of caxse there are potentially many WAYS to try to achieve 

a goal: by a single action, by a single event, or by an event 
and an action, . . . In fact, the search for a sequence of 
events or actions that wmld achieve the goal may consider 
amy alternatives. If all fail, it is far fran obvious which 
blocked condition to notify Q of, and lawwledge is seeded to 

ho&(-fail(Q,C),b(Sc)) & --- --- 
can(Q b)),Wl) --'- 
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guide tlw choice. Sane heuristics for dealirg with that 
problen aw given in [15]. 

B. An nonproductive act - 

Suppose the proposed action does not achieve Q's I-goal, cf. 
[6]. For example, dropping the course my still man that 
failing status muld be recorded as a WF (witklrawal tie 
failing). Rmay initially plan to answzr "You can drop 577 by 

II . . . . k+.wer, Q mild expect to be told that his proposed 
action does not achieve his I-goal. Fonmla [7] states R's 
belief abcut this expectation. 

[61 RB(%ldKfail(Q,C), drop(Q,C)@c)) ---- 
& admissible(drop(Q,C)(Sc)) ) --- 

171 WNW =nt(Q,"fafl(Q,C)) & 
~lds(-fail(Q,C),drop(Q,C)(Sc)) --- 
6 admissible(drop(Q C)(Sc))] - -'- 

-> likly(inform-that(R,Q, ---- 
-ho&(-fail(Q,C), --- ---- 

drop(Q,C)(W)),*)) -_- -- 

R's full response is, "You can drop 577 by . . . . kbmver, you - -- 
will still fail." Furthermore, given the reasoning in section 
------7- 3.1.1 above, R s full response wnild also infoxm Q if there is 
an action b that the user can take instead. - 

C. A better tsy --- 

Suppose R believes that there is a better way to achieve Q's 
I-goal, cf. [8] - for exmple, taking an incauplete to have 
additional tim to perform the wrk, and thereby not losis 
all the effort Q has already expended. Q wmld expect that R, 
as a ccmperative expert, mild inform him of such a better 
my, cf. [9]. If R doesn't, R risks misleading Q that there 
isn't one. 

[al RB( (e) bldd-fafl(Q,C) , _b(W) & 
adrnissible(b(Sc)) & better(b drop(Q C)(Sc))]) -. -'-- -'-. - 

91 RBQB(RB[mnt(Q,-fail(Q,C))] & 
RBCOi'b) bldd-faUQ,C), _b_(W) & 

%lmissible(b(Sc)) & 

-> 1 
better(b drop(Q C)(k)) -'--- -'- - 

ikely(inform-that(R,Q, ~---- 
(Eb)[holds(-fail(Q,C),b(Sc) --- -- 
-&missible(b(Sc)) & 

>& 

'Ihus even when adhering to expert response behavior in terms 
of addressing an I-goal, wz mst keep the system aksre of 
potentially misleading aspects of its modified response as 
kell. 
Note that Rmay believe that Q expects to be told the best 

=Y* Thismuld change tl= second axianto include within the 
scope of the existential quantifier 

(A a){-(a=b) -> [ho&(-fail(Q,C), a(k)> 
& admissible(~(Sc)) & better(b,a)l} - -. 

D. Iheonlymy --- 

Suppose there is nothing inconsistent about what the user 
has proposed - i.e., all preconditions are met and it will 
achieve the user's goal. R's direct response muld simply lx 
to tell Q how. Wver, if R notices that that is the only wy 
to achieve the goal (cf. [lo]), it could optionally notify Q 
of that, cf. [ll]. 

[lo] RB((E!a)[holds(-fail(Q,C),a(Sc)) 
&~&missible(aJSc)) 6 a=drop(Q,C)(sC)l) _--_- - 

1111 RBQB(RB(-nt(Q,"fti(Q,C))) 
& RB((E!a)[holds(-fail(Q,C), a(%)) 
& admissible(a(Sc)) & a=drop(Q,C>(Sc)]> _--.- - 

-> 
likely(infonn-that(R, Q, --- -- 

(E!a)[holds(-fail(Q,C),a(Sc)) -- -- --- --- 
& admissible(a(Sc)) 6 I- 
& a=drop(Q,C)(Wl>, SC)) ----- - 

R's full respmse is "You can drop 577 by . . . . That is the __-- 
only wiy to prevent failing." -__--.I__-- 

E. SanethingkmingUp - -- - 

Suppose there is no appropriate action that Q can take to 
achieve his I-goal. That is, 

RB( -(E a)[admissible($Sc)) & holds(g, a(sc)>l> 

There my still be sane event e out of Q's control that could 
bring about the intended goal: This gives several mre cases 
of R's edifying his response. -:-- 

better(b,drop(Q,C)(Sc)))l, WI> ____-.--. - - -. 

1. lui!Tcelyevent 
R's direct response is to indicate how f can be done. R's full 
response includes, in addition, "b is abetter WY." ------ 
Notice that if R doesn't explicitly tell Q that he is 

presenting a better wy (i.e., he just presents the mthod), Q 
may be misled that the response addresses his S-goal: i.e., he 
my falsely conclude that he is being told how to drop the 
ccurse. (The possibility shows up clearer in other ewmples 
- e.g., if R omits the first sentence of the response below 

Q: lbw do I get to Marsh &eek on the Expressway? 
R: It's faster and shxter to take Route 30. GO out 

Lancaster Ave until.... 

If e is unlikely to occur (cf. [12]), Q wwld expect R to 
info& him of_e, while noting its implausibility, cf. I131 

[12] RB((Ee)[admissible(e(Sc)) -_ 
6 holds(-f-%l(Q,C), +)) 
& -likely(e, SC)]) 
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1131 RBQB(REK=t(Q,-fcl(Q,W & 
RB(-(Ea)[admksible(a(Sc)) & - 

ho&(-f&(Q,C),a(Sc))] & 
(Ee)[admissible(e(Sc.) & 
holds(-fail(Q,C),e(Sc)) 

& "li.ly(~,Sc)]) 
-> likely(infom-that(R, Q --- --' 

(E e)[admissible(e.Sc) 
--- 2  --Pm-‘-- 

& holds("fail(Q,C), e(k)) - ---- -7 
& YikWe, WI), *I) -- -_. -. 

Thus R's full response is, "You can't drop 577. g-e occurs, 
you will not fail 577, but e is unlikely." --- --- ------ 

2. Iikelyevent 

If the event e is likely (cf. [14]), it does not swm 
necessary to state it, but it is certainly sate to do so. A 
fotia representing this case follows. 

[14] RJ3((E&)[admissible(_q(Sc)) & 
holds(-fail(Q,C),@)) & 

R's beliefs about Q's expectations are the same as the 
previous case except that likely(2, SC) replaces Yikely(e, 
SC). 'lhus R's full response may be "You can't drop 577. 
Elowever, e is likely to occur, in which case you will not fail -- --___-- --_--__-_-- 
577." 

3. JZventfollom2d byaction 

If event e brings about a state in Wtlich tte enabling 
cooditions of-an effective action? are true, cf. [15] 

[I51 RB((Ee)(Ea)L~ssible(e(Sc)) & 
ad&sible(a(e(Sc))) & -- 
holcWfaUQ,(=), 44W))l) -- 

WI RBQB(RB((Ee)(Ea)[~nt(Q,-fail(Q,C)) 
& admissible(e(Sc)) 
& admissible(g(e(Sc))) -- 
& ~ldCfaiUQ,C), a(e(W>>l> -- 

-> likely(infomthat(R,Q, ---- 
wd(W -- - 

bl~(~fa~(Q,C) ,a(e(W>>> d ---- - -.- 
aduissible(a(e(Sc))])),Sc)) -~--- 

then the same principles about informing Q of the likelihood 
or unlikelihood of e apply as they did before. In addition, R 
must inform Q of a, cf. [16]. Thus R's full response muld be 
"You can't drop 577. If e wxe to occur, whichis (un)likely -m-w- -- --' 
you could a and thus not fail 577." -----m--w_ 

IvltEAmmG 

CW intent in using logic has been to have a precise 
representation language whose syntax inform R's reasoning 
about Q's beliefs. Having caaputed a full response that 
conforms to all these expectations, Rmy go on to 'trim' it 
according to principles of brevity that wz do not discuss 
here. 
Our proposal is that the informing behavior is 

"pre-canpiled". That is, Rdoes notreason explicitly about 
Q's expectations, but rather has canpiled the conditions into 
a case analysis similar to a discrimination net. For 
instance, w2 can represent informally several of the cases in 
section 3. 

if admissible(drop(Q C)(Sc)) - -'- 
then if %olds(Wfail(Q,C),drop(Q,C)(Sc)) -._ ---- 

then begin nonproductive act 
if (E b)[adudssible(_b(Sc)) & -_ 

holds(Wfail(Q,C) 
thenamy -- 
else no vay -- -- 

eril 
else if (Eb)[admissible(b(Sc)) & -- - 

holds(-fail(Q,C) 
& better(b,f)] 

then a better my -_ ~ - 
else if (Eb)[admissible(b(Sc)) & 

ho&(-fail(Q,C), _9< 
thenamy --- 
elsenokay -- 

. . . 

,b(Wl 

,gw 

W)l 

Wte that w are assuning that R assumes the most dmamliog 
expectations by Q. Therefore, R can reason solely within its 
own spacewithoutmissing things. 

Since the behavior of expert systems will be interpreted in 
tern of the behavior users expect of cooperative hunan 
experts, w (as systgn designers) mst understand such 
behavior patterns so as to implement them in our systems. If 
such system are to be truly cooperative, it is not sufficient 
for then to be simply truthful. Mditionally, they must be 
able to predict limited classes of false inferences that users 
might draw fran dialogue with them and also to respond in a 
way to prevent those false inferences. Ihe current enterprise 
is a s&l but nontrivial step in this direction. In 
addition to questions about achieving goals, w2 are 
investigating other cases where a cooperative expert should 
prevent false .inferences by another agent, including 
preventing inappropriate default reasonirlg [8, 9]. 
F'uturewxkshould include 

- identification of additional cases where an expert mst 
prevent false inferences by another agent, 

- formal statement of a general principle for constaining 
the search for possible false inferences, ami 

- design of a natural language planning ccmponent to carry 
out the informing acts assuned in this paper. 
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